North Carolina Central University Student GoPass Agreement

Purpose: To provide a transit option as a benefit for NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY students to commute to and from school to North Carolina Central University. The GoPass is to be used for this sole purpose and not for any other trips.

Recipient Eligibility: All NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY students who attend school at North Carolina Central University. The GoPass is intended for the sole use of the student, and is not to be transferred to any other individual, either inside or outside of NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY.

Participating Transit Systems: GoTriangle, GoDurham, GoRaleigh, C-Tran (Cary)

Fare Media: GoPass card, swiped through fare box readers upon boarding GoTriangle, GoDurham, GoRaleigh, and C-Tran.

Pass Management: Each GoPass is individually numbered and associated with the student recipient to facilitate usage tracking and program activity evaluation.

Deactivation of a GoPass card will be initiated by NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY in the event of reported loss; theft or damage to card; verified termination of enrollment to a location other than NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY or revocation of GoPass privileges.

Distribution and Misuse Policy: Distribution will be completed by NC Central University Department of Transportation at the McDougald House, lower level to students over course of the year. NC CENTRAL students MUST show their ID badge in order to obtain their GoPass from NC CENTRAL management.

NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY’s local (GoDurham, GoRaleigh, C-Tran) and regional (GoTriangle) partner agencies may periodically request GoPass users to show their employer ID verifying their affiliation prior to boarding the respective transit service bus. Documented improper usage of any GoPass, such as lending it to friends and relatives, giving to non-NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY students, or selling a pass is considered fraud, and NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY recipients determined to have engaged in this behavior will have their GoPass privileges suspended for the entire current pass year.

****

Student: I understand the information, limitations and responsibilities included in this agreement, and will abide by the protocol of participation.

__________________________  __________________________  ______________  __________________
Name (Print)  Signature  Date  Phone

GoPass Serial Number

****

NCCU Management: I confirm that this student is eligible to receive a GoPass through NC Central University.

__________________________  __________________________
(Print Name)  Signature  Date

NCCU Management